Astrophysical tests of the stability of fundamental couplings are becoming an increasingly important probe of new physics. Motivated by the recent availability of new and stronger constraints we update previous works testing the consistency of measurements of the fine-structure constant α and the proton-to-electron mass ratio µ = mp/me (mostly obtained in the optical/ultraviolet) with combined measurements of α, µ and the proton gyromagnetic ratio gp (mostly in the radio band). We carry out a global analysis of all available data, including the 293 archival measurements of Webb et al. and 66 more recent dedicated measurements, and constraining both time and spatial variations. While nominally the full datasets show a slight statistical preference for variations of α and µ (at up to two standard deviations), we also find several inconsistencies between different sub-sets, likely due to hidden systematics and implying that these statistical preferences need to be taken with caution. The statistical evidence for a spatial dipole in the values of α is found at the 2.3 sigma level. Forthcoming studies with facilities such as ALMA and ESPRESSO should clarify these issues.
I. INTRODUCTION
The observational evidence for the acceleration of the universe shows that canonical theories of cosmology and fundamental physics are at least incomplete, and that some currently unknown physics is waiting to be discovered. Tests of the stability of nature's fundamental couplings are becoming an increasingly important component of this search [1, 2] . Very tight constraints exist from local laboratory tests using atomic clocks [3] , while astrophysical measurements allow a large lever arm which can probe the dynamics of the new degrees of freedom responsible for such putative variations even beyond the regime where these degrees of freedom dominate the cosmological dynamics (that is, deep in the matter era). Furthermore, these measurements-whether they are detections of variations or null results-constrain Weak Equivalence Principle violations and shed light on the dark energy enigma [4, 5] . There have been recent indications of possible variations [6] , which are being actively tested.
Direct astrophysical measurements of the finestructure constant α and the proton-to-electron mass ratio µ = m p /m e are typically carried out in the optical/ultraviolet (there are a few exceptions to this for the µ case, though only at low redshifts), and up to redshifts which now exceed z = 4. On the other hand, in the radio/mm band, and typically at lower redshifts, one can measure various combinations of α, µ and the proton gyromagnetic ratio g p . In a recent work [7, 8] we carried out a joint statistical analysis of 48 recent dedicated mea-Since that previous work significant developments occurred. Some of these dedicated measurements have been improved and others have been added, increasing the total to 66, of which 21 are measurements of α, 16 of µ and 29 of several combinations of α, µ and g p . This motivates us to carry out an updated and more thorough consistency analysis, for example dividing the data into several redshift bins. From a theoretical point of view, one may expect different behaviors deep in the matter era and in the more recent dark energy dominated era, with the former allowing larger variations. On the other hand, as already mentioned in the previous paragraphs, different observational techniques are typically used for low and high redshift spectroscopic measurements and these may therefore be vulnerable to different systematics.
Unlike previous works we will also include the 293 archival measurements of Webb et al. [6] . Although there are some concerns about the quality of the archival data that led to these measurements [9] , here we will take them at face value since in any case this dataset provides a useful benchmark with which one can compare the more recent one. Another improvement of our analysis is that we will also use the full set of available measurements to constrain possible spatial variations, updating the analyses in [6, 10] .
Since we are considering variations of several different dimensionless parameters, we should note that in many well-motivated models all such variations will be related in model-dependent ways. For example, in a generic class of unification scenarios discussed in [11] [12] [13] the relative variations of these parameters are related via two parameters, one of which is related to the strong sector of the theory while the other is related to the electroweak one. Constraints on these parameters have been obtained in previous works [7, 8, 14] , though one finds that current data only constraints a particular combination of these two parameters. Here we will take a simpler (and arguably more intuitive) phenomenological approach, using the data to directly constraining the relation between the relative variation of α and those of the other parameters.
We start in Sect. II by providing an up-to-date list of available dedicated measurements. Sect. III compares the dataset of combined measurements with those of direct measurements of α and µ, while Sect. IV discusses possible time (redshift) variations, Sect. V looks at the relations between the variations of the parameters and Sect. VI focuses on possible spatial variations of α. Finally a brief outlook can be found in Sect. VII.
II. CURRENT SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS
The largest available dataset of α measurements is that of Webb et al. [6] , containing a total of 293 archival measurements from the HIRES and UVES spectrographs, respectively at the Keck and VLT telescopes. This has been described extensively in the literature, and it is also represented in the top left panel of Fig. 1 .
On the other hand there are various sets of dedicated measurements, which for completeness we will explicitly list in what follows. We will generically present these measurements (and the results of our analysis, in the following sections) in units of parts per million (ppm)this level of sensitivity is the 'gold standard' for currently available facilities. We typically list (and use in the subsequent analysis) only the tightest available measurement for each astrophysical source. A few older measurements along other lines of sight have not been used, on the grounds that they would have no statistical weight in the analysis. Nevertheless, we will include some lowsensitivity but high-redshift measurements, as these are illustrative of the redshift range that may be probed by future facilities. As in previous work [8] , whose list we update here, our two exceptions regarding measurements of the same source are • Measurements using different, independent techniques are both used. Typically this occurs with measurements of µ or combined measurements using different molecules. Indeed these independent measurements are an important indication of possible systematics.
• Measurements obtained with different spectrographs. Again, these provide useful clues about possible calibration issues.
For these reasons, in these cases we do list the various available measurements. For both the dedicated measurements and the Webb et al. data, we always consider the total uncertainty, with the statistical and the systematic uncertainty added in quadrature whenever both are available. Table I and the bottom right panel of Fig. 1 contain current joint measurements of several combinations of couplings. Compared to our earlier work we have added the 7 measurements of [15] , whose individual values were kindly provided by the author. Note that for the radio source PKS1413+135 the three available measurements are sufficient to yield individual constraints on the variations of the three quantities at redshift z = 0.247. This analysis was done in [26] , yielding a null result at the two sigma confidence level. Table II contains the individual dedicated α measurements, which are also depicted in the top right panel of [27] , as well as improved measurements of two previously observed targets [30, 33] . The latter of these is currently the tightest individual measurement of α. We note that the weighted mean of the measurements on the table is
and thus compatible with the null result, unlike the archival dataset of Webb et al., for which the weighted mean is nominally [34] ∆α α wm = −2.16 ± 0.86 ppm .
Table III contains individual µ measurements, which are shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 1 . Note that several different molecules can be used, and in the case of the gravitational lens PKS1830−211 there are actually four independent measurements, with different levels of sensitivity. Currently ammonia is the most common molecule at low redshift, though others such as methanol, peroxide, hydronium and methanetiol have a greater po-tential in the context of facilities like ALMA [51] . At higher redshifts molecular hydrogen is the most common.
The tightest available constraint on µ comes precisely from PKS1830−211, from observations of methanol transitions [40] . With respect to our previous compilation there is one new measurement, from [47] . We can similarly calculate the weighted mean of the low and highredshift samples (z < 1 and z > 2 respectively), we find ∆µ
∆µ µ High,wm = 2.9 ± 1.9 ppm ,
in both cases this is weak evidence for a variation, although note the preferred sign of this variation is different at high and low redshifts.
III. CONSISTENCY BETWEEN DATASETS
We start by analyzing the combined measurements of Table I . These constrain combinations of the finestructure constant, the proton-to-electron mass ratio and the proton gyromagnetic ratio, which we can generically write
the exponents are different for each measurement, as explicitly indicated for each measurement in the table itself. We can therefore write
and can straightforwardly look for the best-fit values of the relative variations of each of the individual couplings. In this section we will assume that there is a single such value, regardless of the redshift of the measurement; we will relax this assumption in the following section.
On the other hand, we can also combine the measurements of Table I with the direct measurements of α, µ or both (those of Webb et al. as well as those listed in Tables II and III) ; these will effectively provide priors on the respective parameters, leading to stronger constraints. The results of this analysis are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3, as well as in Table IV At face value there is a mild preference, at the level of two to three standard deviations, for negative variations of α and µ. However, the most noteworthy result of this analysis are the very large values of the reduced chi-square at the maximum of the three-dimensional likelihoods, which are also listed in Table IV . This is mostly due to the combined measurements dataset, but the issue remains when Table I is combined with Table II or  Table III . One possible explanation is that the uncertainties of some of the measurements have been underestimated. However, this also suggests that assuming a single redshift-independent value for each parameter may not be an adequate assumption: indeed, for Table III this is manifest in the fact that the weighted mean values of the low and high redshift subsamples are clearly different. Our next step is therefore to repeat this analysis by dividing our data into several redshift bins.
IV. REDSHIFT TOMOGRAPHY
We will now divide the data into four different redshift bins. The first three have bin size ∆z = 1, while the fourth is includes the data with z > 3. This is a convenient statistical division, but it also makes sense from an observational point of view. This is clearest for direct µ measurements, as can be seen in Table III : in the radio/mm they are all at low redshifts (z < 1) while those in the optical using molecular hydrogen are at z > 2. Similarly, for direct α measurements, different atomic transitions are typically used at high and low redshifts; here the transition redshift is not sharp, but it is around z ∼ 2. Finally, it is also clear from division into redshift bins is certainly warranted. It is worthy of note that the best-fit value for α is almost redshift-independent, although it is better determined at the lower redshifts, z < 2. As for µ and g p , they are well constrained for z < 1 but unconstrained for 1 < z < 2: in this redshift bin, current observations can only constrain the combination g p /µ. A pertinent question is whether the above results are driven by the archival measurements of Webb et al., which despite the growing number of recent measurements still comprise more than eighty percent of our full dataset. To address this question, Table VI repeats the  analysis of Table V including only the 66 dedicated measurements. Again we note the reasonable values of the reduced chi-square for the redshift bins 0 < z < 1 and 2 < z < 3, while those of the other two bins (and also the one for the full set of 66 measurements) are very high. This therefore suggests that some of the measurements in the Table I dataset have unreliable (that is, too small) uncertainties, with the problem presumably being worse at the highest redshifts.
Given the caveats of the previous paragraph no strong conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. Nevertheless, if one takes the data at face value, it is interesting that the Webb et al. data does enhance the preference for a negative α in the redshift range 1 < z < 2. On the other hand, and somewhat counterintuitively, it leads to a statistical preference for a less negative α for z > 2. This is the result of the fact that the direct µ measurements in the 2 < z < 3 bin slightly prefer a positive µ; then without the Webb et al. data, a negative α and a positive g p are preferred by the Table I data. In any case, our results highlight the point that combined measurements with improved sensitivities play an important role in testing the consistency of direct α and µ measurements.
V. RELATING THE VARIATIONS OF DIFFERENT COUPLINGS
So far we have treated the possible relative variations of the different couplings as independent parameters. However, we should note that in most (if not all) well-motivated models all such variations will be related-although the specific relations will be highly model-dependent. For example, in a generic class of unification scenarios discussed in [11] [12] [13] the relative variations of these parameters are related via
where the parameter R is related to the strong sector of the model while S is related to the electroweak one.
Constraints on these parameters have been obtained in previous works [7, 8, 14] , though one finds that current data only constraints a particular combination of R and S .
Here we will take a simpler and perhaps more intuitive 
and obtaining constraints on the (P, Q) plane. Naturally these can be related to those on the (R, S) plane, since
(1 + S) = 50(P − 8Q) .
Note that in the unification models under consideration R and S are universal (redshift-independent) parameters, and we therefore assume that this is also the case for our more phenomenological parameters P and Q. Hence we can jointly use all our datasets to constrain them. These constraints are shown in Fig. 6 . We note that there are several examples of specific models studied in the literature for which P is (in absolute value) one or two orders of magnitude larger than unity. For example Coc et al. [12] suggest typical values of R ∼ 36 and S ∼ 160, leading to P ∼ −20, while in the dilaton-type model studied by Nakashima et al. [52] we have R ∼ 109 and S ∼ 0, and thus P ∼ 87. Additional discussion can be found in the review by Uzan [1] . The extent to which this is a generic property of all unification models is at present unclear. The current data leads to P = 0.16 +0.10 −0.07
both at the one sigma (68.3%) confidence level. For comparison, a joint analysis of atomic clock measurements in [14] leads to a a constraint that in terms of the parameter P reads P = 1.5 ± 4.5.
The tight low-redshift measurements of µ constrains P to be not much larger than unity (even at the three sigma level). Given that the data slightly prefers a negative value of α, the combination with the measurements of Tables III and I leads to preferred values for P and Q that are respectively positive and negative. Given the aforementioned caveats on these datasets (especially concerning Table I ), these constraints should be interpreted with some caution, but again they highlight the potential constraining power of these measurements.
VI. SPATIAL VARIATIONS
The analysis by Webb et al. of their large archival dataset provided evidence for spatial variations of the fine-structure constant, α, at the level of a few parts per million (ppm) [6, 34] . Both their analysis and those of subsequent works [53] [54] [55] [56] find evidence for a spatial dipole at a statistical level of significance of more than four standard deviations. These previous studies were restricted to the archival dataset. A recent analysis [10] , combining this with the then-existing set of 11 dedicated measurements found that the dipole was still a good fit, although the preferred amplitude was reduced by twenty percent. We now update this analysis, given that there are now 21 dedicated α measurements in Table II , significantly increasing the sky coverage, and that some of the previously existing measurements have been improved.
We note that the third measurement listed in Table II is the weighted average from measurements along three lines of sight that are widely separated on the sky, HE1104-1805A, HS1700+6416 and HS1946+7658, reported in [28] . (The authors only report this average and not the individual measurements, and our attempts to directly contact these authors were unsuccessful.) For this reason we have listed the result in Table II for completeness (and used it for the analyses reported in the previous sections) but naturally it will not be included in our spatial variations analysis. For this purpose the more recent dataset therefore has 20 different measurements.
We will fit the α measurements to two different phenomenological parametrizations. The first is a pure spatial dipole for the relative variation of α
which depends on the orthodromic distance Ψ to the North Pole of the dipole (the locus of maximal positive variation) given by
where (θ i , φ i ) are the Declination and Right Ascension of each measurement and (θ 0 , φ 0 ) those of the North Pole. These latter two coordinates, together with the overall amplitude A, are our free parameters. This parametrizations has been considered in all the aforementioned previous studies and thus provides a validation test of our own analysis. We note that we do not consider an additional monopole term, both because there is no strong statistical preference for it in previous analyses [6, 34] and because it is physically clear that any such term would be understood as being due to the assumption of terrestrial isotopic abundances, in particular of Magnesium-we refer the interested reader to [57] for a detailed technical discussion of this point.
We will also consider a parametrization where there is an implicit time dependence in addition to the spatial variation. Previous analyses considered the case of a dependence on look-back time, but this requires the assumption of a cosmological model and moreover it is not clear how such a dependence would emerge from realistic varying α models. We will instead assume a logarithmic 
This has the practical advantage of not requiring any additional free parameters, but such dependencies are also typical of dilaton-type models [58] . As in previous analyses, this parametrization is mainly considered as a TABLE VII. One-and three-sigma constraints on the Amplitude and coordinates of maximal variation (Right Ascension and Declination) for a pure spatial dipole variation of α. The 'All Data' case corresponds to using the data of Webb et al. [6] together with the 20 individual measurements presented in Table II. recent data. Combining the two datasets, the statistical preference for a dipole is reduced to only 2.3 standard deviations, and the best-fit amplitude is less than 6 ppm. As for the direction of maximal variation, we note that the preferred Declination is significantly changed, moving by about 18 degrees, while the Right Ascension is comparatively less affected. This information is useful for the purpose of selecting targets for future observations. Comparing our results for the pure spatial dipole and the redshift-dependent one, we see that they are very similar (with the constraints on the latter being very slightly weaker). This is visually clear in Figs. 7 and 8 (where the results for both models are represented), and for this reason Table VII only reports the results for the pure spatial case. The current sensitivity and redshift distribution of the measurements is not sufficient to distinguish between these models.
An additional independent test of possible spatial variations can be done with the sample of 13175 emission line measurements of α from the SDSS-III/BOSS DR12 quasar sample of Albareti et al. [59] . While the sensitivity of each of their individual measurements of the relative variation of α is much worse than the ones in Table II (ranging from 2.4 × 10 −4 to 1.5 × 10 −2 , cf. Fig. 9 , to be compared to parts-per-million), the large number of measurements covering a significant fraction of the sky still allows for a worthwhile test of spatial variations. For comparison, the weighted mean of the 13175 measurements, which span the redshift range 0.041 < z < 0.997 is ∆α α = 9 ± 18 ppm ;
the original work [59] also provides weighted means for sub-samples in various redshift bins, but since our purpose is to test for possible spatial variations we will use the individual measurements and their directions on the sky. For the reasons already explained we will restrict our analysis to the case of a pure spatial dipole.
The results are summarized in Fig. 10 : there is no preference for a particular direction on the sky, and we obtain the following three-sigma upper bound for the amplitude of a putative dipole A SDSS < 7 × 10 −4 (99.7%C.L.) .
This bound is about 64 times weaker than the one obtained above from the absorption line measurements, but it is independent from it. Moreover, it is stronger than recent bounds on spatial variations coming from the combination of Sunyaev-Zel'dovich cluster measurements and Planck satellite data (and even stronger than analogous bounds from the Planck cosmic microwave background alone) [60] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have fully updated earlier analyses [7, 8] of the consistency of currently available astrophysical tests of the stability of fundamental couplings. The rapid development of the field, with new and improved measurements frequently appearing-especially those of the fine-structure constant α-warrant an updated analysis, and as our results show the new measurements do have a significant impact. Our full dataset comprised 359 measurements of α, µ as well as several of their combinations (also including g p ). These span the redshift range 0.2 < z < 6.4 and also a broad range of sensitivities, from about 0.1 ppm to more than 100 ppm. We also considered the large datasets of absorption line measurements by Webb et al. [6] and, when constraining spatial variations, the set of recent emission line measurements by Albareti et al. [59] .
Overall, our analysis suggests that there are currently no robust indications of time or space variations. Some preferences for variations at about the two-sigma level of statistical significance do exist, but it is presently unclear what their origin is. Specifically, the results tend to be different at low and high redshifts. While this could indicate different behaviors in the matter era and the recent acceleration era, it could also point to hidden systematics, since radio/mm measurements are typically done at lower (median) redshifts than the optical/UV ones.
Clearly, the main open question concerning the current data is the extent to which systematic errors have been accounted for. In the case of optical/UV measurements, possible sources for these have recently been studied in some detail [9, 29, 32, 43] , but the extent to which one can model them and correct them a posteriori is still a subject of ongoing study and discussion in the community. Our analysis also suggests that uncertainties in the combined measurements of Table I may be underestimated. Clarifying these issues is essential. One way forward is to find lines of sight where these measurements can be carried out both in the optical and in the radio bands, but the number of such ideal targets is likely to be small. An easier goal is to extend the range of radio/mm measurements so that they overlap with the ones in the optical/UV-this would provide an important way to characterize hidden systematics. Efforts along these lines are under way, using APEX and ALMA. Meanwhile, the imminent arrival of the ESPRESSO spectrograph [61] , due for commissioning at the combined Coudé focus of the VLT in 2017, will significantly improve the statistical uncertainty and the control over systematics in optical measurements, especially of the fine-structure constant α. In addition to the intrinsic importance of these more precise measurements, which our present work highlights, they will also lead to improved constraints on dynamical dark energy and on Weak Equivalence Principle violations. A roadmap for these tests can be found in [2] . 
